No fixed ticket price? Communal effort?
An introduction into empowered fundraising
As we mentioned on the flyer, in order to make this event as inclusive as possible, we will not charge a fixed
amount to come on the weekend. Rather we want to start a community experiment and a learning experience
with you, in raising the necessary money to make the weekend possible. We want to shift our relationship with
money from one of dependency, confusion and disempowerment to one of freedom, meaning, and
contribution.
This approach gives us a chance to move beyond our immediate personal comfort zone of non-action, into a
new realm of engagement and participation. Where you don´t pay to come to a weekend but rather
collectively make the dream of this weekend in the wood come true. Of course everybody needs to contribute,
but instead of everybody paying a fixed ticket price, we want to collectively raise the money to cover all of our
needs.
Empowered fundraising is part of a philosophy that we will explore in a bit more depth on the weekend as well.
We will try to give a brief overview of the approach here but be sure to get in touch with Daniel
(daniel.koerner@getactive.org, 07599774716) anyway, as soon as possible, if you are interested in joining and
finding out more about how it works.
In Empowered fundraising it´s crucial to understand and overcome the three myths about money:




The myth of scarcity: that we don’t have enough (time, money, love etc) to meet our needs.
The myth that more is always better: that if we could have more (money, time, love) it would improve
situations.
The myth that this is the way it is: that no alternative way is possible.

Then, we need to understand the idea of the balance point:
Everyone, no matter how poor or wealthy, has a balance point, a point somewhere between a token and a
sacrifice. (A token might be somebody´s loose change whilst a sacrifice is where a person gives so much that
they can´t meet their own basic needs anymore) Each person has one, and no-one really understands where
your personal balance point is except yourself. It is important to realise that the balance point of different
people, wealthy or poor, is functionally equal to the balance point of another. Conventional “scarcity based”
fundraising often considers donations from wealthy people as of more value than those of the poorer groups in
society, but this just reinforces the power structure beliefs concerning wealth and poverty. In a third world
setting, the balance point of a poor peasant earning less than $1 per day may be a few cents. For the head of a
huge multinational corporation it may represent even hundreds of thousands of pounds. The secret here in is
that all balance points are equal, and should be treated equally. For example: If my 8 year old cousin supports
my project with £2, it is a bigger sacrifice for her than when Bill Gates supports it with £2000.
The last thing we need clarity about is the dream itself. Why do you want this weekend to happen and why do
you feel you should be part of it? What is the dream that you invite people to become a part of by making a
contribution?
For Jilani and me, the dream is to come together as a community of people, to learn, grow and celebrate
together and collectively experience the beauty and wonders of nature, music and togetherness.
Be clear, what you ask for and why this event is important to you. When you have that, you can start:
Get in touch, invite your friends, and join us at the wood!

